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The Harrogate Secret
70,000 years ago, the human race almost went extinct. We survived, but no one knows how. Now the next stage of human
evolution is beginning. Will we survive this time? Geneticist Kate Warner and counter-terrorism agent David Vale have
prevented a fierce plague from wiping out humanity - but the struggle to survive is far from over. The Atlantis World
stretches deep into space and time, harbouring an enemy greater than anyone had imagined. Now Kate and David must
race through galaxies, past space stations, and into the past of a mysterious culture whose secrets could save humanity in
its darkest hour. This is the blockbusting final instalment in the Origin Mysteries.

The Secret Trilogy: Secret / Secret Shared / Secret Revealed
In this compelling book, Colin Wilson argues that thousands of years before ancient Egypt and Greece held sway, there was
a great civilization whose ships traveled the world from China to Antarctica. Their advanced knowledge of science,
mathematics, and astronomy was passed on to descendants who escaped to Egypt and South America. From Atlantis to the
Sphinx bases this assertion on a true fact: that archaeologists and geologists are at odds over the age of the Sphinx.
Archaeologists claim that the Sphinx dates to classical dynastic Egypt, around 2,400 b.c. But some geologists claim that it
could have been built as early as 7,000 to 10,500 b.c. The geologists' claim is based on the curious fact that the erosion of
the Sphinx is more characteristic of water erosion than that of wind and sand. Starting from the assumption that there was
an advanced civilization in existence much earlier than previously thought, Wilson goes on to claim that it could very well
be Atlantis--not a literal island that sank, but more of a great civilization that either declined naturally or experienced a
great catastrophe, passing on only a fraction of its knowledge to other peoples. From Atlantis to the Sphinx delves into what
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might have been a completely different knowledge system from that of modern man--one as alien to us as that of the
Martians. The book sets out to reconstruct that ancient knowledge in a fascinating exploration of the remote depths of
history, a ground-breaking attempt to understand how these long-forgotten peoples thought, felt, and communicated with
the universe.

The Atlantis World
Secret Service Agent Oakes Weaver is in the midst of the biggest assignment of her career—leading the advance team for
President Andrew Powell’s impending trip to Philadelphia where everyone expects he will be nominated to run for a second
term. The last thing she needs is a tragedy among the president's inner circle that might not be an accident, or the sudden
recruitment of Ari Rostof, a woman who might be a lot more than she seems. But Oakes doesn't get a say in policy. She
only has to secure the president’s safety—at all costs. First Daughter Blair Powell and her spouse, Cameron Roberts, are
among the reelection campaign members accompanying President Andrew Powell to Philadelphia. While the president may
be protected by his Secret Service agents, those close to him are literally in the kill zone, and his adversaries will stop at
nothing to further their cause—even mass murder.

The Pope and Mussolini
The Essential Cult TV Reader is a collection of insightful essays that examine television shows that amass engaged, active
fan bases by employing an imaginative approach to programming. Once defined by limited viewership, cult TV has
developed its own identity, with some shows gaining large, mainstream audiences. By exploring the defining characteristics
of cult TV, The Essential Cult TV Reader traces the development of this once obscure form and explains how cult TV
achieved its current status as legitimate television. The essays explore a wide range of cult programs, from early shows
such as Star Trek, The Avengers, Dark Shadows, and The Twilight Zone to popular contemporary shows such as Lost,
Dexter, and 24, addressing the cultural context that allowed the development of the phenomenon. The contributors
investigate the obligations of cult series to their fans, the relationship of camp and cult, the effects of DVD releases and the
Internet, and the globalization of cult TV. The Essential Cult TV Reader answers many of the questions surrounding the form
while revealing emerging debates on its future.

Legacy of the Lost
A brutal society needs the team to harness Wraith technology.
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Halcyon
Leo Zagami's groundbreaking study of aliens and UFOs explores where we come from and which mysterious figures have
guided humanity's political and religious choices. From the prophets to the initiates and magicians, all ages have drawn
from a common source of ultra-terrestrial and magical knowledge, passed down for millennia. This text reveals the identity
of the unknown superiors, secret chiefs, and invisible masters who have guided Freemasonry, the Illuminati, and others.
Zagami speaks of the existence of multidimensional doors used by the various Illuminati to let other beings into our world,
while alluding to the latest discoveries of quantum physics for support. This shocking text will be embraced by those willing
to look beyond the everyday to analyze our world's most puzzling circumstances.

Stargate Atlantis
Approaching the Possible
In this first installment in a six book series set after the end of Stargate Atlantis's final season, Atlantis returns to the
Pegasus Galaxy where the Wraith are now under the new and powerful Queen of Death who desperately needs Dr. Rodney
McKay--the only one who can lead them to Earth. Original.

Fairs' Point
Some secrets are buried for a reason. She's about to uncover the deadliest secret of all Legacy of the Lost is the first book
in the captivating new sci-fi adventure series, the Atlantis Legacy. If you like ancient mysteries, mythology, treasurehunting adventurers, and dynamic characters, then you'll love this exhilarating adventure.

The Essential Cult TV Reader
The first book in a sexy and sophisticated series of erotica, with a new twist: this time, women control their fantasies and
men will do anything to satisfy them. Cassie Robichaud is thirty-five and widowed. After a life filled with disappointments,
her days are dull and gray: she waits tables at a rundown café in New Orleans, and every night she heads home to a onebedroom apartment alone. But when she discovers a notebook left behind by a mysterious woman, Cassie's world will never
be the same. The notebook's shocking and scandalous contents lead her to S.E.C.R.E.T., an underground society dedicated
to helping women realize their wildest, darkest, and most intimate sexual fantasies. The S.E.C.R.E.T. motto: No judgment.
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No limits. No shame. Cassie soon embarks on a tantalizing and unpredictable erotic journey, completing ten fantasy-steps
toward sexual fulfillment--discovering acceptance, courage, surrender, and more--with gorgeous men in rapturous scenarios
beyond her imagination. As she is set free from her inhibitions, the satisfaction and bliss she experiences bring her a new
confidence that transforms her forever. Equal parts scintillating, liberating, and emotionally powerful, S.E.C.R.E.T. is a world
where fantasy becomes reality.

Reliquary
Searching for their lost crew after the terrible events of Homecoming, the Stargate Atlantis team turns to their enemies for
help as Teyla and Ronon seek information from the Genii, and Colonel Sheppard reopens tense negotiations with the
Wraith. Original.

S. E. C. R. E. T.
Includes a sneak peek at Incursion an O.C.L.T. novel by Aaron Rosenberg.

Steel Blues
The free flow of traffic to the Gamma Quadrant is vital to the recovery and survival of the planet Bajor and to Federation
interests as well. When a mysterious cloaked ship begins raiding wormhole shipping, cleaning out holds and killing entire
crews, Commander Benjamin Sisko of Deep Space Nine™acts at once to stop the menace. Commander Sisko has
unexpected aid: the cloaked vessel has been striking Cardassian ships as well, and the Cardassian commander Gul Dukat
intends to destroy the ship at all costs. Their unlikely alliance works well -- until two of Sisko's crewmen are captured by the
raiders. Gul Dukat will stop at nothing to gain his victory; now Sisko must locate the predator ship, hold off the Cardassians
long enough to rescue his people -- and prevent an interstellar war!

The Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life, Volume 2
An old friend presents Mike Erikson with an irresistible mystery to solve: a team of DARPA scientists has invented a device
that "folds" dimensions, promising to make mankind's dreams of teleportation a reality. Yet evidence is mounting that this
miraculous machine isn't quite what it seems--and that its creators are harboring a dangerous secret.--

The Invisible Master
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If only we'd known how many secrets the sea held All her life, clever Aemi has been a slave in the Village of the Rocks, a
place where the sea and sky meet. She's heard the stories about the fabled People of the Sea, a people who possess
unimaginable technology who live below the waves in the dark, secret places of the ocean. But she never dreamed those
stories were true. When a ship emerges from the ocean and men burn her village, Aemi is captured, and enslaved below
the waves in Itlantis, a world filled with ancient cities of glass and metal, floating gardens, and wondrous devices that seem
to work magic. To make matters worse, her village nemesis, the stuck-up mayor's son Nol, was captured with her, and they
are made servants in the same household beneath the sea. Desperate to be free, Aemi plots her escape, even going so far
as to work with Nol. But the sea holds more secrets than she realizes, and escape might not be as simple as leaving

Trouble and Her Friends
PULITZER PRIZE WINNER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE From National
Book Award finalist David I. Kertzer comes the gripping story of Pope Pius XI’s secret relations with Italian dictator Benito
Mussolini. This groundbreaking work, based on seven years of research in the Vatican and Fascist archives, including
reports from Mussolini’s spies inside the highest levels of the Church, will forever change our understanding of the Vatican’s
role in the rise of Fascism in Europe. The Pope and Mussolini tells the story of two men who came to power in 1922, and
together changed the course of twentieth-century history. In most respects, they could not have been more different. One
was scholarly and devout, the other thuggish and profane. Yet Pius XI and “Il Duce” had many things in common. They
shared a distrust of democracy and a visceral hatred of Communism. Both were prone to sudden fits of temper and were
fiercely protective of the prerogatives of their office. (“We have many interests to protect,” the Pope declared, soon after
Mussolini seized control of the government in 1922.) Each relied on the other to consolidate his power and achieve his
political goals. In a challenge to the conventional history of this period, in which a heroic Church does battle with the Fascist
regime, Kertzer shows how Pius XI played a crucial role in making Mussolini’s dictatorship possible and keeping him in
power. In exchange for Vatican support, Mussolini restored many of the privileges the Church had lost and gave in to the
pope’s demands that the police enforce Catholic morality. Yet in the last years of his life—as the Italian dictator grew ever
closer to Hitler—the pontiff’s faith in this treacherous bargain started to waver. With his health failing, he began to lash out
at the Duce and threatened to denounce Mussolini’s anti-Semitic racial laws before it was too late. Horrified by the threat to
the Church-Fascist alliance, the Vatican’s inner circle, including the future Pope Pius XII, struggled to restrain the
headstrong pope from destroying a partnership that had served both the Church and the dictator for many years. The Pope
and Mussolini brims with memorable portraits of the men who helped enable the reign of Fascism in Italy: Father Pietro
Tacchi Venturi, Pius’s personal emissary to the dictator, a wily anti-Semite known as Mussolini’s Rasputin; Victor Emmanuel
III, the king of Italy, an object of widespread derision who lacked the stature—literally and figuratively—to stand up to the
domineering Duce; and Cardinal Secretary of State Eugenio Pacelli, whose political skills and ambition made him Mussolini’s
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most powerful ally inside the Vatican, and positioned him to succeed the pontiff as the controversial Pius XII, whose actions
during World War II would be subject for debate for decades to come. With the recent opening of the Vatican archives
covering Pius XI’s papacy, the full story of the Pope’s complex relationship with his Fascist partner can finally be told. Vivid,
dramatic, with surprises at every turn, The Pope and Mussolini is history writ large and with the lightning hand of truth.

The Game Beyond [eBook - Biblioboard]
A star-flung empire the prize––in a deadly war of succession. The Silvertree Empress is dead, the last of her line. The heir
named in her will is an impossibility, her favorite, Keira Renault, member of a family deposed and disgraced generations
before––the man she claimed as the power behind her throne. As the Empire’s notables jockey for position behind the
various claimants, Keira must defeat his rivals in simulation and reality––and somehow hold the factions together long
enough for the Empire to survive.

Homecoming
When a Stargate malfunction throws Colonel Cameron Mitchell, Dr. Daniel Jackson, and Colonel Sam Carter back in time,
they only have minutes to live. But their rescue, by an unlikely duo - General Jack O'Neill and Vala Mal Doran - is only the
beginning of their problems.

The Lost
His practice newly established, metaphysician Ned Mathey can't afford to turn away any clients. But the latest Londoner to
seek Ned's magical aid gives him pause: Mr Edgar Nevett, an arrogant banker, is the father of the bully who made Ned's life
hell at boarding school. Nevertheless, Ned accepts the commission to ensure the Nevett family silver bears no ancient or
modern curses, and then prepares to banish the Nevett family to unpleasant memory again. Until Edgar Nevett is killed by
an enchanted silver candlestick-one of the pieces Ned declared magically harmless. Calling on his old school friend Julian
Lynes-private detective and another victim of the younger Nevett-Ned races to solve the murder, clear the stain on his
professional reputation, and lay to rest the ghosts of his past. Assisted by Ned's able secretary Miss Frost, who has
unexpected metaphysical skills of her own, Ned and Julian explore London's criminal underworld and sodomitical
demimonde, uncover secrets and scandals, confront the unexpected murderer and the mysteries of their own relationship.
In Death by Silver veteran authors Melissa Scott and Amy Griswold introduce a Victorian London where magic works,
influencing every aspect of civilized life, and two very appealing detectives.
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Shadow Man
What is it about the TV show Stargate SG-1 that makes it so popular - so different from comparable series? A
comprehensive introduction for new fans and a multi-season storyline and character development reference for longterm
fans. Interesting facts and sidebars for each episode uncover not only the myths and science behind the stories but the
writing, directing and special effects used to tell them. With exclusive interviews with cast members, writers, directors and
special effects supervisors, this is THE story of the CGI wunderkind that is SG-1.

Point of Knives
Where is ancient Egypt's last secret chamber, and what is concealed within? When an archaeologist is murdered in his Cairo
apartment, an ancient artefact is stolen from his safe - one believed to hold the clue to the last secret chamber.When Joey
Peruggia discovers that the dead man was his long-lost uncle, he travels with his girlfriend, Marie, and his friend Boyce, who
works for the French intelligence, to Egypt, on a mission to find answers.But once they arrive, they are lured into a trap and
become hostages to a crazed man and his gang of thieves. This is a man who will stop at nothing to discover what lies in
the last secret chamber.All bets are off, and only the cleverest will survive this deadliest of adventures.In this elaborately
plotted, fast-paced thriller, Phil Philips takes you on a roller-coaster ride through Egypt's most prized structures on the Giza
plateau, to uncover a secret hidden for thousands of years ¿

Entanglement
Stargate Universe begins right where Season Two of the acclaimed science fiction TV series ended, with the crew and
unwilling passengers of Destiny set to cross a vast expanse of space with no margin for error. With almost all of the willing
and unwilling crew of the ancient starship Destiny in suspended animation, only Eli Wallace is left awake to repair his own
stasis pod before time runs out. While he races against time, a new and unexpected danger threatens the fragile plan
designed to keep everyone alive and away from the aliens who had been pursuing them. What is the next chapter in the
Stargate Universe saga? Find out right here! Come with us and join the fight to get #BackToDestiny! This graphic novel
collects Stargate Universe #1-6.

Lost Things
A bestselling, groundbreaking author investigates successful long term marriages, interviewing wives and their uncensored
strategies for staying married. America's high divorce rate is well known. But little attention has been paid to the flip side:
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couples who creatively (sometimes clandestinely) manage to build marriages that are lasting longer than we ever thought
possible. What's the secret? To find out, bestselling journalist Iris Krasnow interviewed more than 200 wives whose
marriages have survived for 15 to 70 years. They are a diverse cast, yet they share one common and significant trait: They
have made bold, sometimes secretive and shocking choices on how to keep their marital vows, "till death do us part," as
Krasnow says, "without killing someone first." In raw, candid, titillating stories, Krasnow's cast of wise women give voice to
the truth about marriage and the importance of maintaining a strong sense of self apart from the relationship. Some spend
summers separately from their partners. Some make time for wine with the girls. One septuagenarian has a recurring date
with an old flame from high school. In every case, the marriage operates on many tracks, giving both spouses license to
pursue the question "Who am I apart from my marriage?" Krasnow's goal is to give women permission to create their own
marriages at any age. Marital bliss is possible, she says, if each partner is blissful apart from the other. A fascinating
window on the many faces of modern relationships, The Secret Lives of Wives brims with inspiring and daring examples of
women who have it both ways: a committed marriage and personal adventures in uncharted territory. For anyone who
wants to stay married and stay sane, this is the book to read!

Death by Silver
During Dog Moon, the chief entertainment in the great city of Astreiant, for nobles and commons alike, is the basket-terrier
races at New Fair. This year, with spectacularly bad timing, the massive and suspicious bankruptcy of a young nobleman
has convulsed the city, leading to suicides, widespread loss of employment, and inconvenient new laws around the
universal practice of betting on the races. As well, a rash of mysterious burglaries seems to suggest a magistical
conspiracy. Pointsman Nicolas Rathe is naturally in the midst of all these disturbances--as is his lover, foreign former
mercenary Philip Eslingen. When Eslingen receives a basket-terrier puppy in the redistribution of the bankrupt's household
goods, he makes the best of it by having the pup trained for the races, an action that draws him and Rathe deeper into the
coils of a mystery somehow involving New Fair's dog races, bookies and bettors, the bankruptcy and its causes and fallout,
burglaries, and a new uncanny form of murder. Fourth in the Astreiant series,Fairs' Point once again demonstrates Melissa
Scott's mastery of fantasy world building, detective-story plotting, and the provision of sheer delight.

From Atlantis to the Sphinx
In the far future, human culture develops five distinctive genders due to the effects of a drug that eases sickness from
faster-than-light travel. Winner of a Lambda Literary Award for Gay/Lesbian Science Fiction, "Shadow Man" remains one of
the more important modern, speculative novels ever published in the field of gender and sexual identity.
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Mirror, Mirror
When Dr. Rodney McKay unlocks an Ancient mystery on a distant moon, he discovers a terrifying threat to the Pegasus
galaxy. Determined to disable the device before it's discovered by the Wraith, Colonel John Sheppard and his team navigate
the treacherous ruins of an Ancient outpost. But attempts to destroy the technology are complicated by the arrival of a
stranger.

The Lost Years of Merlin
Cassie’s life rarely takes her by surprise. She waits tables at the rundown Café Rose in New Orleans, heading home alone
each night, yearning for more from her life and wishing she could make it happen. But when Cassie discovers a notebook
left behind by a mysterious woman at the café, her world is changed forever. The notebook’s stunningly explicit confessions
shock and fascinate her, and eventually lead her to S·E·C·R·E·T, an underground society dedicated to helping women realize
their wildest, most intimate sexual fantasies. At the heart of the society is three rules: NO JUDGEMENTS. NO LIMITS. NO
SHAME. As Cassie is set free from her inhibitions, she is transformed by the confidence she didn't know she had. And so
begins the most surprising experience of Cassie's life as she finds her place in an enticing world of passion and danger, with
the power to have any secret wish become a reality If you can't wait to see the Fifty Shades film and have devoured all of
Sylvia Day's Crossfire series, the SECRET trilogy will become your new addiction.

Last Secret Chamber
One hundred years in the future, someone steals Trouble's identity on the computer nets and she, the greatest hacker of
them all, returns from retirement to track down and confront the imposter in the strange, constantly-changing world of
computer reality.

The Fold
This is the account of an American teenager who discovered a monastery in Tibet that was the inspiration for the legend of
Shangri La. It might be categorized as a 'new age' or philosophy book, like the Celestine Prophecy, since it focuses on his
spiritual training and their teachings in a novel-like format. Hard to believe, but interestingly, the sub-tropical region
amongst the Himalayas that he describes finding, was later documented by explorers from National Geographic, then
'covered up' (there is still evidence of this). Also interesting is that the author was apparently mentioned in the Edgar Cayce
readings (the famous American psychic whose books have sold millions of copies), as someone who would one day bring an
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important message to the world.

Proud Helios
The sacred Flower of Life pattern, the primary geometric generator of all physical form, is explored in even more depth in
this volume, the second half of the famed Flower of Life workshop. The proportions of the human body, the nuances of
human consciousness, the sizes and distances of the stars, planets and moons, even the creations of humankind, are all
shown to reflect their origins in this beautiful and divine image. Through an intricate and detailed geometrical mapping,
Drunvalo Melchizedek shows how the seemingly simple design of the Flower of Life contains the genesis of our entire thirddimensional existence. From the pyramids and mysteries of Egypt to the new race of Indigo children, Drunvalo presents the
sacred geometries of the Reality and the subtle energies that shape our world. We are led through a divinely inspired
labyrinth of science and stories, logic and coincidence, on a path of remembering where we come from and the wonder and
magic of who we are. Finally, for the first time in print, Drunvalo shares the instructions for the Mer-Ka-Ba meditation, stepby-step techniques for the re-creation of the energy field of the evolved human, which is the key to ascension and the next
dimensional world.if done from love, this ancient process of breathing prana opens up for us a world of tantalizing
possibility in this dimension, from protective powers to the healing of oneself, of others and even of the planet. Embrace the
expanded vision and understanding that Drunvalo offers to the world. Coincidences abound, miracles flourish and the
amazing stories of mysteries unveiled arise as the author probes the Ancient Secrets of the Flower of Life.

The Lost Teachings of Atlantis
Young Frederick Musgrave was never more agile than when navigating his sculler across the waters of the Tyne between
the busy seaports of North and South Shields in 1843. Already his services were in demand as a carrier of messages and
certain small packages for those whose activities made them the target of the Customs and Excise men. As well as agile,
Freddie was also reckoned to be lucky, but on such a night as brought him to The Towers, the home of Mr Roderick
Gallagher, both luck and courage were to be tested to the limit. From that night on, things really began to happen to
Freddie, and the best of them came when he gained the friendship and patronage of Miss Maggie Hewitt, who was to play a
major role in shaping his life and fortunes. But he would still need all his luck and resourcefulness to escape the long
shadow cast by Roderick Gallagher, whose power and influence threatened all who crossed his path THE HARROGATE
SECRET--one of Catherine Cookson's most powerful novels, is a tale imbued with the very spirit of old Tyneside, and rises to
a climax as suspenseful and exciting as any she has devised.

The Secret Lives of Wives
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A new tale based on the People's Choice Award-winning television series finds the team of soldiers and scientists working to
unravel a new mystery in the Pegasus galaxy. Original.

Roswell
WELCOME TO THE SECOND “GOLDEN AGE” OF SUPERHEROES AND HEROINES Superheroes have come a long way since the
“Man of Steel” was introduced in 1938. This brilliant new collection features original stories and novellas from some of
today’s most exciting voices in comics, science fiction, and fantasy. Each marvelously inventive tale shows us just how far
our classic crusaders have evolved—and how the greatest of heroes are, much like ourselves, all too human. In “Call Her
Savage,” MARJORIE M. LIU enters the dark heart of a fierce mythic heroine who is forced, by war, to live up to her own
terrible legend. In “A to Z in the Ultimate Big Company Superhero Universe (Villains Too),” BILL WILLINGHAM presents a
fully-realized vision of a universe where epic feats and tragic flaws have transformed the human race. In “Vacuum Lad,”
STEPHEN BAXTER unveils the secret origins of the first true child of the space age—and disproves the theory that “nothing
exists in a vacuum.” In “Head Cases,” PETER DAVID and KATHLEEN DAVID blast through the blogosphere to expose the
secret longings of a Lonely Superhero Wife. In “The Non-Event,” MIKE CAREY removes the gag order on a super-thief named
Lockjaw . . . and pries out a confession of life-altering events. Also includes stories by Mike Baron • Mark Chadbourn • Paul
Cornell • Daryl Gregory • Joseph Mallozzi • James Maxey • Ian McDonald • Chris Roberson • Gail Simone • Matthew Sturges
. . . and an introduction by Lou Anders, “one of the brightest and best of the new generation of science fiction editors”
(Jonathan Strahan, The Best Science Fiction and Fantasy of the Year).

Storm Warning (gen:LOCK)
The first-ever auiobook for gen:LOCK, the hit animated sci-fi series starring Michael B. Jordan, Dakota Fanning, David
Tennant, and Maisie Williams!

Point of Dreams
The city of Astreiant has gone crazy with enthusiasm for a new play, "The Drowned Island," a lurid farrago of melodrama
and innuendo. Pointsman Nicolas Rathe is not amused, however, at a real dead body on stage and must investigate. A
string of murders follow, perhaps related to the politically important masque that is to play on that same stage. Rathe must
once again recruit the help of his lover, former soldier Philip Eslingen, whose knowledge of actors and the stage, and of the
depths of human perversity and violence, blends well with Rathe's own hard-won experience with human greed and magical
mayhem. Their task is complicated by the season, for it is the time of year when the spirits of the dead haunt the city and
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influence everyone, and also by the change in their relationship when the loss of Philip's job forces him to move in with
Nicolas. Mystery, political intrigue, floral magic, astrology, and romance--both theatrical and personal--combine to make this
a compelling read. A winner of the Lambda Literary Award for Best LGBT Speculative Fiction.

Masked
The team discover a ruined city with a deadly secret.

Stargate Universe
In this sequel to Lost Things, when the Gilchrist Aviation team tries to win the money to keep the business going by placing
first in a coast-to-coast air race, things get complicated! A stolen necklace, a runaway Russian countess, and a century-old
curse seem like trouble enough, but then there's New Orleans, and the unsolved murders of the New Orleans Axeman. But
what if the murderer is one of them?

Independence Day
A young boy who has no identity nor memory of his past washes ashore on the coast of Wales and finds his true name after
a series of fantastic adventures.

Cost of Honor
A welcome return to the vividly realized city of Asteiant with its intricate magics and deadly politics. Point of Knives takes
place in the interval between the widely praised earlier novels Point of Hopes and Point of Dreams. A fantastical mystery
and a rousing adventure, Point of Knives also reveals for the first time the beginning of the romance between Adjunct Point
Nicolas Rathe and ex-soldier Philip Eslingen. The events of Midsummer have hardly been forgotten by the Fall Balance, and
Nicolas Rathe can hardly complain that they;ve done any harm to his reputation, or to the reputation of the Points in
general. However, it has meant that he's more in demand as an investigator, and the increased recognition and workload
has made it hard to pursue friendship, or anything more, with Philip Eslingen, his comrade in the rescue of the stolen
children. Eslingen is still Hanselin Caiazzo's bodyguard and Caiazzo is involved in any number of questionably legal
ventures, and it does neither of them any good to be seen too often in each other's company. When a father and son who
are both rumored to have been pirates are murdered on the same night, and Rathe finds Eslingen standing over the son's
body, Eslingen proves his innocence easily enough, though he refuses to say exactly what errand he's running for Caiazzo
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at that hour of the morning. But when the old man's grandson and the son's self-proclaimed wife quarrel over the son's
meager belongings, and Caiazzo dispatches Eslingen to represent his interests in the investigation, Rathe begins to wonder
if their friendship is going to survive. Or whether they'll survive at all.

Of Sea and Stone
Stargate: Atlantis is back with brand new comic book adventures that pick up right where the acclaimed TV series left off!
Comic art legend Greg LaRocque (Flash: The Return of Barry Allen, Web of Spider-Man) and newcomer Scottie Watson join
the writing team of Mark L. Haynes & J.C. Vaughn (24, Stargate Universe) to deliver the powerful and long-awaited new
tales of John Sheppard, Teyla, Ronon, Rodney McKay and the rest of the beloved characters. After Atlantis is stranded on
Earth following the events in the series' cliffhanger ending, what surprising danger threatens them and our whole planet?
And while they're on Earth, what new menace enters the scene in the Pegasus galaxy? All will be revealed in this exciting
new collection of American Mythology's first two story arcs, StargateAtlantis: Back To Pegasus and Stargate Atlantis:
Gateways, the comics that made one review say, "As far as television franchises continuing on in comic books I think this
one is definitely the most authentic to the series."
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